Planning, tracking and reporting tools for gritting, clearing and grit bin management.

Collective gives you the tools you need to plan, monitor and react to changing conditions and keep things moving.

**Key Features**

- In-cab route and progress tracking with navigation, route guidance, real-time messaging and recording of performance.
- Visualise actual gritting vs planned routes in real time.
- Share gritting activity in real-time, keeping residents informed of plans and progress.
- Plot and monitor grit bin locations and record refilling and usage.
- Record manual gritting operations for paths and access routes.
- Optional route optimisation module improves and prioritises routes with clear mapping for consultation and publishing.

**Product Benefits**

- Gritting routes and winter plans can be planned and organised in a single system without paper maps and spreadsheets.
- Gritting activity can be centrally monitored and controlled in real-time for optimum response to fast changing conditions.
- Crews can collaborate and respond to changing conditions with complete flexibility and communicate problems and blockages with minimum delay.
- Plans and performance are securely shared through standard APIs.
- Residents and road users see gritting activity in real time via council website and social media.